/RETURNING FARMING TO THE CITY
It is well recognized that cities are growing in both size and number. More people are migrating to ﬁnd jobs and make
a living in cities; and in the process, abandoning their land and agricultural activities. Villages grow into towns; towns
grow into cities; and cities keep growing higher and wider.
Growing crops was a normal practice. Food production used to come from ones’ own backyards or neighboring
villages. As cities intensify, so does demand for food. Food has to be brought in from further distance since farmlands
are being encroached by housing, ofﬁce and service facilities for higher economic beneﬁts. Open areas that used to
produce crops are being replaced by built structures. Waterways are being ﬁlled, blocking natural ﬂows of canals. Now
we live in increasingly conﬁned spaces with limited access to natural environment and our food source.
Bangkok, Thailand’s capital city, is densely populated with 6,450 people per square m² (New York: 2,050 people per
m²). It is situated on the mouth of Chao Praya River, the main waterways running through the heart of the country.
Food needs to be brought in from provinces as migrations of workers are also moving to Bangkok. Bangkok, similar
to other cities, is relying on constant supply of food from hundreds if not thousands of kilometers away. Food security
and safety depend on efﬁcient networks of logistics. Being cut off from food supply during natural disasters or political
uprising has great impact on urban way of life and such disruptions occur more frequently around the world.
In the future, cities will need to cultivate, process, and distribute food. It cannot continue to completely rely on rural
agriculture as practiced today. How can we bring farming to cities sensibly? This “Urban Farm Urban Barn” project is
created as a demonstration for sustainable development that balances quality of life with natural and built environment.
“Urban Farm Urban Barn” will be a prototype for other cities, especially those situated in the river basin similar to
Bangkok. Such a development could contribute to food security and safety by increasing amount of food available
to people living in the urban areas as well as allowing fresh produce to be made available to citizens. It is not beyond
imagination that if it is practiced in cities worldwide, hunger may be eradicated by optimizing our land use for living,
working as well as producing food.

/LIFE VEIN
Bangkok is located in river basins and blessed with fertile land. Waterways have been crisscrossing the City, providing
life vein to citizens to cultivate crops. It was long ago dubbed “Venice of the East”. As Bangkok Metropolitan grows
to its current 20 millions population size, waterways are being ﬁlled, disconnecting patches of land from their life veins.
Because there are inadequate numbers of distribution channels to disperse city drains, those rivers that are left ﬂowing
became sewage ways—unsuited for agriculture. Lands which used to produce crops steadily disappear, being turning
into buildings, and in the process blocking natural drainage of waters. Bangkok is choking and steadily loosing its life.

/GREEN LINKAGE

Large areas of green space were nodes of life for both
living and agriculture. They function as networks of crops
cultivation and distribution. Farmers work and live on their
lands. Markets were generally nearby in neighborhood within
the city. Farming and markets co-exist to serve community.
Neighborhoods are organized by their agricultural activities.
Some areas are known for great oranges, some for durians
or coconuts. Now such green linkages are disrupted by
urban infrastructures. Waterways and green corridors are
being dissected by freeways and highways. Automobiles
replace water taxis. Orchards are replaced by gated
communities. Farmers sold their lands and move to
condominiums; yet unable to “ﬁt” into the conﬁned high
rises. Fresh fruits that they use to grow are now being
brought in from far away, and often heavily coated in wax to
preserve its fresh-look.
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/A DESPAIR FUTURE ?

If urban developments continue in this manner at this rate,
not only will we expedite deteriorating environment but also
quality of life. Clean air and fresh food will be replaced by
urban heat island, preserved food, lost of agricultural based
(which is the solid foundation on which we live).

/Green Linkage Surrounding Bangkok

/FLOOD CRISIS ?

/CLOSING THE GAP

Recent mega ﬂood in October 2011 has inundated central Thailand
and paralyzed the nation, affecting nearly 14 millions people. Sixtyﬁve of Thailand’s 77 provinces were declared ﬂood disaster zones,
and over 20,000 square kilometers (7,700 sq mi) of farmland was
damaged with a monumental loss to the agricultural sector. Since
highways and streets were submerged, food and medical supplies
could not be transported to thousands of communities in Bangkok.
Victims relied on food handout being delivered to them. This natural
disaster clearly highlights our self-insufﬁciency! With the growing
number of disasters, urban food security should be a mandate.
Green areas within the city are not merely for recreation, but these
agricultural pockets can be community-based food supply. It can
also function as habitat for local fauna and ﬂora as well as heat
sink for the densely populated city. Urban Farm Urban Barn is an
attempt to combat the encroachment on these pocket farmland
and to convey the signiﬁcance of preserving such a natural balance.

Current delivery methods of products rely on
extensive networks for transportation over long
distance. It consumes tremendous amount of fossil
fuels. A logical alternative would require an overlay
of business district with agricultural platform. This
could help reduce tremendous reliance on extensive
network of transportation and energy requirement.
The further the food source the more wastes incur
and hence emission from combustion engines.
Preservation techniques to keep products remain
fresh would be required.

URBAN AGRICULTURE AND FACTORY CONVERSION
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1. “PROGRESS”
INNOVATION AND
TRANSFERABILITY
1.1 Innovative concepts/design/integration

URBAN
FARM
URBAN
BARN

of materials /structure/building service, 1.2
Outstanding approaches /construction technology
and process/ operation, 1.3 Contribution to the
disciplines of architecture, urban and landscape
design, civil, urban and environmental engineering
and other related ﬁelds pertaining to construction
Food production in urban areas is the FUTURE but a
great challenge. A 3-part system comprised of water
pod, distribution veins & cultivation support is a key
strategy for Urban Farm Urban Barn (UFUB), i.e,
plant-integrated architecture.Water from the river is
stored in the pods which act as water container as
well as thermal buffer. The water is distributed via soft
and rigid veins and dripping nozzles for speciﬁc types
of plants. The cultivation structures are designed to
mimic growth patterns of different plant varieties:
creepers, fruits, herbals or ﬂowers. Since natural body
of water ﬂuctuates continually, such a 3-component
system is designed to stabilize water retention and its
distribution system. In addition to having an efﬁcient
use of water for crops and human consumption, a
set of ﬂoating treatment cisterns using water ﬂoras
to cleanse grey water is also incorporated into the
landscape to ensure re-circulation of water back into
the system; UFUB becomes a “net-zero-water” built
environment.
In addition, recouping underutilized resources is a key
implementation plan. Not only current construction
debris but also future wastes and suppliers’ scraps
are to be reclaimed and utilized. Reusing material
off-cuts and scraps (e.g., wood scraps, glass off-cuts,
fabric remnants) left from the manufacturing sector
are turned into several recycled materials, such as (1)
Java boards, an artiﬁcial stone made from reclaimed
grounded coffee. This disposed coffee is not being
exploited despite the monumental amount left to rot
daily. (2) Metalized panels, aluminum and polymer
composite panel made from aluminum foil snack
packaging (such as potato-chip bags), which is not
being reclaimed in today recycling system. (3) VERT
LIFE, a vertical green façade, co-developed with
local plastic supplier, using roto-molding technique to
form a structural system to support plant growth. (4)
Agro-boards, medium density ﬁberboard made from
discarded agro-wastes such as rice husk, straw and
lemongrass. These recycled materials have become
a starting point for many of these manufacturers to
reclaim wastes and scraps for innovative product/
material development. This is a valuable mindset
and skills gained by both manufacturers and design
team from UFUB collaboration; the qualities that
are fundamental to achieving resource efﬁciency in
sustainable construction.
Integrating urban farming into buildings in cities within
river basins makes good sense since water collection,
treatment and distribution can be viable. Notably,
developing recycled materials and achieving a “netzero-water” development while maintaining food
production are strategies that could be replicated
in other urban developments where rivers or large
bodies of water are in the vicinity and where green
and productive areas are in need of rehabilitation.
Reusing debris as well as recycling community wastes
are also critical to alleviating resource depletion
and the growing problems with urban landﬁlls.
Proliferation of this type of development to other

urban areas would not only improve city conditions
but also become a learning environment for urban
inhabitants.
1.4 Long-term monitoring to evaluate the
fulﬁllment of the initial expectations and goals
Despite UFUB commercial nature, project owners
live on the property atop the existing textile factory.
They are also closely involved in the development
of the project as well as will be project operator
of commercial space and farming area. Such
eagerness to work closely with local farmers and
adhere to highest environmental standards will
guarantee careful maintenance and hence long
term success.

Fresh produce become a medium for unity and
quality of life—a.k.a., UFUB family. In the United
States, USD400-600 are given to farmers each
season to grow speciﬁc vegetables for participating
consumers. It is a sharing of risks and rewards
(win-win for both farmers and ofﬁce workers) in
socio-economic scheme of agriculture and food
distribution. The project provides a place for farmers
to survive without the need to move away or give
up quality of life. Farming once again co-exists
among city dwellers. Farmers become teachers
who demonstrate the need to balance nature with
built environment.
2.3 Participation of stakeholders (client, users,
neighborhood, local authorities, nongovernmental
organizations and others)

1.5 Dissemination of knowledge
Since the project owner is also a publisher
(Freemind Publishing, emphasizing health and
wellbeing, Buddhist philosophy and environmental
theme), a book on UFUB captures their greatest
attention and hence is being written to describe
the development model, construction and design
concept, the use of appropriate technologies
as well as collaborative processes. Material
development by design team for UFUB will also
instill partner manufacturers with necessary skills
and green targets, leading to more eco-conscious
materials for the architecture and construction
industry.

2. “PEOPLE”
ETHICAL
STANDARDS AND
SOCIAL EQUITY
2.1 Adherence to ethical standards in all phases
of the project life cycle; 2.2 Contributions to the
formation of socially viable environments and the
values of communities; 2.4 Quality of working
conditions on site and during operation; 2.5
Political transparency and correctness
We witness that farmers are displaced by urbanites.
Nature steadily disappears from Bangkok; air
pollution is the norm. People have to cope with the
deteriorating environment daily. Yet, there seems
to be little attention given by communities to work
toward a healthier city. They continue to exploit
their land while ignoring the overall environmental
decline. The recent mega-ﬂood in Thailand
(October-November 2011) exhibited the physical
disconnectivity within Bangkok. Urban ﬂoodways
were disrupted by gated communities and built
structures. Creeks and canals as well as sewage
system clogged up with trash. Bangkok and its
communities are chocking up. Overall people’s
quality of life is greatly compromised as a result.
Urban Farm Urban Barn attempts to strengthen a
sense of community by returning agriculture to the
neighborhood. It will be a platform for farmers and
urbanites to meet, learn and exchange. Prior
to the construction of UFUB, ofﬁce workers in
nearby bank headquarters and condominium
towers would be invited to partake in “community
supported agriculture” program. Each planting
bed is a custom vegetable garden for neighboring
residents; this helps cultivate a sense of ownership
in the land and environmental stewardship overall.

UFUB nurtures cooperation from all partners.
Owners and management team have crafted
eco-standards and activity program, i.e., Rules
of Involvement, to guide participants towards
responsible practices and green life style.
Neighboring farmers are employed on-site to
reduce relocation of local workers and their
families. Local and national governmental
organizations such as Thai Health Promotion
Foundation and Department of Environmental
Quality Promotion are recruited. Design team
as well as local material suppliers have gained
tremendous knowledge by co-developing multiple
recycling techniques and recycled materials for the
project.
The participation of all members mentioned above
will sustain this communitybased mall to grow
steadily with new knowledge and discoveries.
This collective knowledge will be accumulated,
published and distributed to the public, beyond the
neighborhood but the society at large.

3. “PLANET”
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY AND
RESOURCE
EFFICIENCY

them into construction materials. Concrete waste will
be turned into exterior green walls along the street
to shield dust and noise. Discarded textile remnant
from the existing factory will be turned into fabric
panels. It is UFUB’s goal to achieve “net-zerowater”
consumption and “zero-waste-construction”. Coffee
board is also being developed in anticipation that
coffee shop tenants (surely there will be a few
providing the service) can reclaim their coffee-refuse
and partake in material development, not wasting it
away. Beyond material aspect, solar panels are
used atop the existing factory for pumps to circulate
water. After operation starts, community wastes
are turned into bio-gas and compose. Bike stop is
located at the front of the development to encourage
the use of bike within the neighborhood. Electric
shuttle is employed to pick up ofﬁce workers from
nearby areas to reduce automobile use. All the
systems used in UFUB need to be simple, so that
they continue to function even during disasters.
The existing textile factory is underutilized at the
moment. Less than two third of the building is used
for textile manufacturing and living quarters. The rest
remains forsaken. A complete reorganization of
functions within this old concrete factory extends the
building’s life-cycle; green supermarket is placed
on the ground level while second and third levels
become textile factory. Private residence remains
on the top ﬂoor to keep the owner’s privacy; they
also can readily help maintaining solar green-roof.
The once half forsaken building is again fully utilized
without the need to build additional buildings to
serve multiple requirements.

4. “PROSPERITY”
ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
AND
COMPATIBILITY

5. “PROFICIENCY”
CONTEXTUAL AND
AESTHETIC IMPACT
5.1 Improvement of exiting contextual conditions
responding to natural and human made contexts;
5.2 Interdependencies of Landscape, infrastructure,
urban fabric and architecture; 5.3 Cautious
restoration and alteration of the build environment;
5.4 Programming strategies; 5.5 Architectural quality
and its aesthetic impact
UFUB exudes nature inspired architecture. Plants
become major parts of aesthetic. Natural ﬂow of Chao
Praya River is restored and become the blood veins
through the building and its landscape. Commercial
block on the street front is laced with ﬂower nurseries.
This is a natural billboard that speaks natural beauty to
passers-by. The ﬂowers change colors with seasons.
As visitors pierce through the building, a large river
water pond (with water plants) emerges with a
backdrop of fruit orchard hovering over community
market. The experience comes into full understanding
with the active farmland at the deepest end of the site.

4.1 Innovative models for ﬁnancing; 4.2 Financial
resources over the project’slife cycle and their
regional impact; 4.3 Flexibility with regard to future
changes; 4.4 Robustness to economic conditions;
4.5 Economy or resources deployed in construction

3.1 Low environmental impacts over the project’s
life cycle; 3.2 Energy and material efﬁciency in
construction, operation and maintenance; 3.3
High ratio of renewable energy to fossil energy
in construction, operation and maintenance; 3.4
Land use efﬁciency; 3.5 Robust products and
technologies

The main difference between typical commercial
developments and Urban Farm Urban Barn is the
targeted users. Survey show that green developments
are attractive to local and international companies.
Today urbanites care greatly about health & well-being
and understand the need for sustainability. UFUB
focuses on this growing group of people.

It was an existing farmland with water ﬂowing in
from Chao Praya River. Flier ﬂies are the indicator
that the site is pristine, uncontaminated. Though
we were asked to develop commercial facilities,
we decided to revitalize the farm, refurbish old
textile factory and turn them into a showcase for
urbanites to learn and support agricultural activities
within city environment. We maximize the use of
river water and re-circulate it within the site as well
as reducing transportation cost for long distance
product delivery. The communities surrounding the
project are able to participate in the cultivation and
harvesting of the produce on UFUB.

In order to achieve a sensible construction in the
competitive development atmosphere, UFUB
promotes full partnerships with the neighboring
communities. The farming plots are given to
participating farmers in the vicinity (an unheardof
practice in today’s economic-driven society). Since
this neighborhood used to be all farms, local experts
are not in short supply (unlocking their potential
value). Farmers put in their efforts in the upkeep;
owner provides the plots and purchase fresh produce
cultivated on site. Combining with “community
supported agriculture” scheme, local farmers can start
their business by simply inputting in their time and
energy. Under this operation scheme, cost and
beneﬁts of farming are shared by both owner and

Construction debris are retained on site by turning

farmers. The farm can also be harvested all year
bringing in income for farmers/owners. So far, efforts
have been made with surrounding communities to
jointly collect trash and clean waterways around the
site. UFUB provides recyclable trash repository for the
neighborhood so that larger income can be made
from the clean up effort. These activities are aimed at
fostering a sense of place and ownership of this
new development in the neighborhood.
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//EXISTING SITE

This piece of land has two drastically different conditions: an abandoned farmland and an old textile factory.
The abandoned farm area was once fertile with coconuts, banana, vegetables, fresh water ﬁsh and ﬁre ﬂies.
As neighboring properties underwent cut & ﬁlled, various canals through the neighborhood are clogged
and unattended. Ofﬁcials ignore the odors and garbage collected in waterways. The once pristine and
productive farm area near the Great Chao Praya River is now seriously underutilized.
The existing textile factory is large and an over-engineered construction. All ﬂoors are structurally strong
to support heavy equipments, although they were never capitalized as such. River-water storage units
are located on the fourth ﬂoor, providing adequate water with gravity fed system to ﬂoors below. Despite
its scale and capacity, the old factory is over a third forsaken and deserved to be refurbished (rather than
demolished).

Existing Factory

Abandoned Farmland

/AGRICULTURE
Agricultural practice in Thailand has its unique aesthetics and methods. In central Thailand, rice patty is prevalent and has 3 harvesting intervals per year. Water collection and distribution
comes from rain during monsoons and nearby rivers with manmade canals and rows of storage-ditch to ensure that all parts of the ﬁelds are productive. In the ﬁelds, various trees and vegetations are grown to provide shading as well as various produce for household consumption. Such a balance of crops guarantees that workers and their families are well nourished.

WATER RETENTION + DISTRIBUTION

AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPE
Traditional way of farming: Monoculture as
practiced in most large scale farming today.

HARVEST ROUTE

Water storage and distribution:
Alternating water distribution/storage ditches
with planting beds.

Traditional parallel paths for harvesting crops.

Adopted water linkages across planting beds
with increased water distribution channels.

Segmented planting beds for different types
of plants related to their life cycle will help
manage irrigation and harvesting efﬁciency.

Heavy use of chemical fertilizer in the traditional
farming.

Using organic method to rehabilitate soil by
growing fertilizer plants (cowpea) and plow the
soil after harvesting

Improved water quality by circulating main loop
and sub loop.

Multi-crops arranged in different sections to
ensure 12-months harvesting.

Add piping system in areas for speciﬁc type of
crops will helps reduce water demand.

Grow pesticidic plants to eliminate the use of
chemical pesticides.

/CULTIVATION ZONE

/MASTER PLAN
The overall site plan of “Urban Farm Urban Barn” development is arranged into 3 zones:
A: URBAN FARM in the deepest section of the site where vegetables, mushrooms and
herbs are grown in large patch. It is also at the water inlet from Chao Praya River. By
placing farm area at the far end of the site, the neighboring abandoned farms could be
revitalized and combine to create an even larger productive green areas for the city.

B: URBAN MARKET at the center of the site and consisted of semi-outdoor ‘Produce
Pavilions’ as well as green supermarket in the existing textile factory. It is the site’s orchard
section with multiple fruit types.

There are many schemes plants can be grouped together. For UFUB,
plants are allocated into 3 zones based on their outputs: Vegetables,
Fruits and Flowers. Plants in each zone are chosen based on speciﬁc
criteria to ensure their productivity and survival:

(1) Level of natural light required; (2) Length of branches; (3)
Amount of water required; (4) Lifespan of the plants; (5) Ease of
harvest; (6) Color coordination and (7) Level of care required.

C: URBAN BARN at the front of the property linking publics to the development. This
section allows organic and green product shops to operate under ﬂower nurseries.

/VEGETABLES @ URBAN FARM
Community garden where people can meet and purchase
vegetables from local farmers.

/FRUITS @ URBAN MARKET
Community market where people can
acquire and exchange fresh fruits.

/FLOWERS @ URBAN BARN
Commercial building with woven structure designed for VINE plants.

A
/FAUNA IN SITE
Not only careful attention was made with plant selection, wildlifes (such as birds, ﬁsh, snake, frogs, and ﬁreﬂies) are also
allowed to inhabit the farm to create a more balanced ecology on the site. These different animals and insects help sustain and keep diseases away the health of Urban Farm.
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/HARVESTING TIMELINE
All of these factors are used to ensure that
produce can be cultivated throughout the
year with minimal maintenance. There would
be no gap in the harvesting time. The colors
and fruits change with the seasons. People
can use Urban Farm Urban Barn as a way to
reconnect with nature.

A: URBAN FARM
1- Harvesting Route
2- Urban Kitchen
B: URBAN MARKET
3- Parking Area
4- Kiosk Area
5- Fresh Market
6- Waste Treatment
7- Eco Supermarket / Existing
Building
8- Existing Filter Pond
C: URBAN BARN
9- Existing Pond
10- Floating Bridge
11- Water Treatment Cisterns
12- Recycle Center
13- Eco Retails
14- Bike Shop

C
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//RESOURCE EFFICIENCY

//SITE ECOLOGY

Since UFUB aims to achieve “net-zero-water” and “zero-waste” development, speciﬁc strategies are integrated: (1) recirculation of river
water and grey water treatment for farming; (2) reuse and recycle materials for the construction; (3) capitalize existing structure and water pond for water storage, grey water treatment and heat sink.

Urban Farm Urban Barn is designed to integrate natural resources with engineered systems. The drive to sustain food production in
urban environment with fresh water supply from the Chao Praya River helps reduce total reliance on imported food as well as brings
social, environmental and urban context into balance. Water from air conditioners, rain and rivers are collected, stored and distributed
for farming activities. Water on the parking surface is saved and drained into storage swells to reduce run-offs as well as reduce water
demands from city supply. Produce harvested on site are consumed within site as well as exchanged with neighboring housing and
ofﬁces. Recharvested on site are consumed within site as well as exchanged with neighboring housing and ofﬁces. Recycling unit is
placed next to farming sections to ensure a constant supply of compost for soil improvement.

/FACTORY’S SPACE UTILIZATION

EXISTING USE OF SPACE
50% Occupied Space
50% Non-Occupied Space

RE-ORGANIZATION OF SPACE
100% Occupied Space
0% Non-Occupied Space

/WASTE MANAGEMENT

/CONCRETE DEBRIS RECLAMATION

/FLOATING WATER TREATMENT CISTERN

Existing Concrete Wall
3.00 m. height

Wire Mesh Casing
Storing Concrete Debris

EXISTING WALL 3.00 m. HEIGHT

Concrete Debris
Wire Mesh Casing
Herbal Plants
Composed

Nutrition Balls Fertilizer
Wire Mesh Casing
Herbal Plants

NEW FENCE H 1.00 x W 3.00 m. COVERED WITH FERNS

/MAKE USE OF EXISTING POND
Existing gigantic concrete pond, L18m x W50m x D6 m, sits in the middle of the front property, as if it is a reservoir, but in fact, it was built 25 years ago as a superstitious Feng-Shui
gesture, without actual function. Connection between Urban Barn and the rest of the project is hence severed. Skeletal woven bamboo-cum-rafter structure is built aﬂoat the pond,
letting it rise and fall with the levels of water (in case of major ﬂood) and allowing plants to intertwine on both sides of the guardrails.
We also turned this large pond into 3-part ﬂoating water treatment cisterns. Water plants are used to treat grey water discharged from the buildings. Recognizing the higher pressure
under water, the thickness of water treatment cisterns can be minimized when placing them inside the pond. As a result, the existing barren concrete pond becomes a ﬂoating water
treatment landscape for users to enjoy, explore and learn natural method of water puriﬁcation.

Floating Water
Treatment Cisterns

Floating Pedestrian
Bridge

Floating Pedestrian
Bridge

Floating Water
Treatment Cisterns

Floating Platform

PLAN : Existing pond
18x50 m

SECTION : Existing pond
D=6m
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//URBAN FARM URBAN BARN
ARCHITECTURAL
DESCRIPTION

//URBAN BARN:
FLOWER SHOWCASE / SHOPS /
WATER PODS

Urban Farm Urban Barn brings back natural ﬂows of waterways—clean, recycle and store to support the cultivation of vegetables, ﬂowers, mushrooms and
indigenous production. It is designed to serve neighboring areas with high condominiums and ofﬁce towers while preserving cultural and agricultural heritage. Green
and productive land with fresh produce does not only shorten the food production but also provide heat sink for the densely populated capital such as Bangkok. The
expansion of such feasible development to other locations within the city will help revitalize the deteriorating urban conditions, an activity which could be replicate in
other cities around the world.

Two main components of the building are enclosed space and open air circulation. The enclosed spaces are commercial cells, which demand speciﬁc environment controls. The
building also acts as billboards for the entire development and hence must communicate the main character and concept of living with nature.

Urban Farm Urban Barn is a new interpretation of commercial space: a commercial development that cares about cities and its people’s quality of life. The project
integrates “agricultural platforms” into all parts of architecture, despite its location in the urban environment.

The site lines directly on a main thoroughfare with many condominiums and ofﬁce headquarters. Urban Barn is the front segment of commercial shops and gathering spaces with
intervals of ﬂower nursery.

The web of circulation is also water distribution networks that connect ﬂower nurseries together underneath 3 pods of water reservoir. Placing water reservoirs on the roof top
allows gravity feed of water throughout the building. Water also act as an insulating layer preventing the blazing heat from directly entering the internal spaces and thus reducing
the cooling load.
Vertical ﬂower nurseries between commercial cells provide more than colorful blooms and aromatic herbs but also cool air and oxygen for occupants—most appropriate for a
building that sits on street front.

Urban Farm Urban Barn consists of 3 main sections: 1- commercial area (Urban Barn), 2- agricultural beds (Urban Farm), and 3- community market (Urban Market).
All of them functions in concerts.

This simple building made up of 2 types of spaces: shops and circulation atria. Shops: Shops are grouped into 4 simple boxes or 4 architectural cores of the building. Shop space
needs to be ﬂexible, modular (most efﬁcient for construction and ﬁnishing materials) and able to be air-conditioned if needed. Circulation Atria: Stairs, walkways and public atria.
They become a web that links shops together, which may be read as weaving the shops or 4 architectural cores together. These webs are not merely structural but also water
distribution system for plants, guard rail for safety. These web systems in the circulation space allow for design ﬂexibility and avoid cutting existing trees to give way to buildings.

/WATER DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
WATER COLLECTION

/WEB & CIRCULATION DIAGRAM

/AGRICULTURAL INTEGRATION CONCEPT

WATER COLLECTION

Top rail with led
Light integrated

RESERVOIR

DISTRIBUTE

PRODUCES
FLOWER

SHOP
Scrap metal / Let sun light /Rain penetrate through
SHOP
MAIN STRUCTURE
(RETAIL SPACE)

MAIN STRUCTURE
(RETAIL SPACE)

Guard Rail /
Plant Climing Rods /
Water Distributing System

MAIN STRUCTURE
(RETAIL SPACE)

WATER TANK

WATER STORAGE &
DISTRIBUTION

DRIPPING IRRIGATION

/CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

CIRCULATION CORE

CIRCULATION CORE

Recycle plastic vinyl
Wood decking

WATER STORAGE &
DISTRIBUTION

Scrap metal decking

Reused Steel Tube

Elastomer

Mixed Concrte from
Construction Waste

Coated Fabric

Recycle Steel

SHOP

FLOWER SHOWCASE/
WATER PODS

Corrugated Sheet

SHOP

FLOWER SHOWCASE/
WATER PODS

Reclaimed Reﬂective
Glass

/PLAN
2

3
5

1

1

5

1st ﬂoor

1

3

1
2nd ﬂoor

5

4
4
3rd ﬂoor

1. Retails
2. Cafe
3. Restaurant
4. Ofﬁce
5. WC

/PERSPECTIVES

/BENEFITS

/ACTIVITIES

WHAT DO I DO?

WHAT DO I GET?
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//URBAN MARKET:
FRUITS AGRICULTURAL
PLATFORM / MARKET PLACE

At the mid-point of the site are an open area and an old textile factory; both of which are re-programmed into a community market. It is an area for exchange of produce between local producers and neighboring
communities.
Covering the open area is an open pavilion with structural supports for fruit farming such as Passion fruit, Pumpkin and Bottle gourd. The plants that grow on the provided woven structure also become light screen to fenceoff heat for the people underneath. Market can be easily modiﬁed to suit different formats depending on time of day and modes of exchange. Morning market may focuses on fresh produce while afternoon market may be
food stalls with outdoor seating. It is an area where agricultural activities intermingle with social exchanges.
The structural support (over Urban Market) expresses natural growth pattern of climbing plants. The shape of the structure follows the spiral Fibonacci Ratio which explains plants’ growth-pattern mathematically. The main
structural columns and the woven trellis are integrated with water collection and distribution system, so that plants grow and water ﬂows most efﬁciently as well as prevent the structure from tilting.
Fruits/ Urban Market/ Growth Pattern Of Vine As Structural Form

/ISOMETRIC

/STRUCTURE DESIGN DIAGRAM
Water Collecting Tube

CW
Unit Structure

CCW

CW

Super Structure

Growth Pattern /
Agricultural Platform
CCW
“ The growth occours in A spiral
fashion, the spiral turns as it climbs ”

“ Growth Pattern Fibonacci Ratio”

Vains

/PLAN

/WATER DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM

/AGRICULTURAL INTEGRATION CONCEPT

3.50 m.

Coated Stretch Fabric

RESERVIOR

DISTRIBUTE

PRODUCE

RAIN WATER
COLLECTING

PERCOLATING
IRRIGATION SYSTEM

FRUITS

1.50 m.
6.00 m.

3.00 m.

6.00 m.

In Between Harvest Space

Market Space

6.00 m.

/CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

3.50 m.
1.50 m.

6.00 m.

/PERSPECTIVES

6.00 m.

Coated Fabric

Woven Bamboo Structure

Steel Bolt

Water Storage and Drainage

1. Coated Fabric
2. Rain Water
3. Driping Irrigation System
4. Passion Fruit
5. Steel Mesh
6. Woven Steel
7. Woven Bamboo Structure

/BENEFITS

/ACTIVITIES

WHAT DO I DO?

WHAT DO I GET?
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//URBAN FARM:
VEGETABLE HOUSE / MUSHROOM
CELLAR / DINING PAVILION
This section was an abandoned farmland, which was once fertile with coconuts, banana, vegetables and fresh water ﬁsh. As neighboring properties underwent cut & ﬁlled, various
canals through the neighborhood are clocked and unattended. The once pristine and productive farm area near the Great Chao Praya River has been seriously underutilized.
Urban Farm brings back natural ﬂows of waterways—clean, recycle and store water to support the cultivation of vegetables, mushrooms and herbs. Its produce will serve
neighboring condominiums and ofﬁce towers. Green and productive land with fresh produce does not only shorten the food production but also provide heat sink for the densely
populated capital city Bangkok. Among the planting beds stands a “culinary outﬁt” that takes fresh produce on site for cooking and serving communities. This shelter is built with
reused steel frames and fabric membrane that allows plants to inch up and become thermal buffer and light ﬁlter.
The pavilion design mimics water distribution veins in a leaf. The main central spine tapers from stem to the pointed end of a leaf. Webs of ﬁne lace then grow from the central spine
in a network pattern and taper toward the edge.

Structurally, this helps brace the main structure from twisting and rotating. Here, the main structure and water distribution system work in unison. Coated fabric is stretched to provide
sun ﬁlter and moisture control. Close to the ground is a cellar for growing mushroom. In order to keep proper moisture, its walls are constructed with non-glazed tubular terracotta
to allow the wall to breath. This covered environment is to nurse mushrooms, herbs & vegetables, which to be harvested for Urban Kitchen restaurant. Any surplus would then be
distributed in the Urban Market.
The pavilion design mimics water distribution veins in a leaf. The main central spine tapers from stem to the pointed end of a leaf. Webs of ﬁne lace then grow from the central spine in a
network pattern and taper toward the edge.
Structurally, this helps brace the main structure from twisting and rotating. Here, the main structure and water distribution system work in unison. Coated fabric is stretched to provide
sun ﬁlter and moisture control. Close to the ground is a cellar for growing mushroom. In order to keep proper moisture, its walls are constructed with non-glazed tubular terracotta
to allow the wall to breath. This covered environment is to nurse mushrooms, herbs & vegetables, which to be harvested for Urban Kitchen restaurant. Any surplus would then be
distributed in the Urban Market.

/STRUCTURE CONCEPT
Main Structure /
Water Distributing
System

Eatable Vine

Vegetable
Hanging
From Main Structure
with LED Light

Mesh Metal
Coated Stretch Fabric

Dining Area

Urban Kitchen
Mushroom Cellar

Open
Classroom
4.00 m.

4.00 m.

4.00 m.

4.00 m.

6.00 m.

3.00 m.

WATER DISTRIBUTION CONCEPT
Main Structure /
Water Distributing
System
Branch for Water
Dripping System

6.00 m.

Vegetable Hanging
From Main Structure
with LED Light
Main Structure / Vegetable Hanging
Water Distributing From Main Structure
with LED Light
System

Eatable Vine Mesh Metal Coated Stretch
Fabric
1. Mushroom plantation
2. Water storage
3. Driping irrigation system
4. Seating area
3
5. Kitchen
6. Green wall
7. Pepper Roof
8. Open Classroom

/AGRICULTURAL INTEGRATION CONCEPT
4

7

5

2nd ﬂoor

RESERVOIR

DISTRIBUTE

6
8

/CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

2

PRODUCES
HERBS / MUSHROOM

Coated Structure Fabric

Terracotta Tile

Reclaimed Old Wood

Reused Steel Section

1
1st ﬂoor

WATER TANK
“ Leaf structure inspired water distributing system”

DRIPPING IRRIGATION

/PERSPECTIVES

MUSHROOM CELLAR

/BENEFITS

/ACTIVITIES

WHAT DO I DO?

WHAT DO I GET?
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//PROJECT SURVEY

//MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

400 Questionairs

/GREEN MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT

Ages
20-30 years
Education > Bachelor Degree
Income
450-970 USD

Design team collaborates with local manufacturers to develop new recycled materials. There are several reasons beyond eco-friendliness. It is an opportunity for
growing the skill and principle to go beyond the normal practice. The effort also aims to cultivate think-out-of-the-box attitude and social responsibility while proﬁting
from the effort. This skill and principle are important. Cities are full of scraps! Construction debris, manufacturing off-cuts and community wastes are heavy burdens
on the environment. With each construction, land would be replaced by foreign entities. Solid wastes are produced and landﬁlled. Some of the materials developed
for UFUB are as followed.

Building Shape

Green Activities

Which Charater that you like ?

Green activities that you would like to join

Learn how to grow your
vegetable at home

/125

Work from waste
D.I.Y work shop

/JAVA BOARD
Java Board is a solid-surface, composite material made from coffee refuse
and a polymer-based material. Its density is approximately 1.25 g/cm3. Approximately 40-50% (by volume) of Java Solid Surface is coffee refuse, making it a high recycled content building material. The coffee drinking-culture in
Thailand ensures a continuous ground coffee refuse of over 2.5 tons per day.

/275

Buy Green Products
Will you buy green products despite their higher prices ?

/METAILIZED PANELS

To practice environmental
stewartship

Learn to seperate waste

Would you aspire to visit green community mall?
NO/6
UNCERTAIN/8

Metalized panel is an aluminum and polymer composite panel pressed from
reclaimed aluminum-foil snack packaging (such as potato-chip bags). It
contains 65% aluminum ﬁlm. This material is not being reclaimed in today
recycling system since it has been laminated with a few layers of plastic to
preserve food quality.

YES/274

NO/18

UNCERTAIN/110
YES/386

Because of the environmental emphasis of UFUB, there is a lot of skepticism within the real-estate industry as well as the owner himself. Mainstream experts and
developers are doubtful if there are enough green interests and sensible customers to sustain the project. In order to minimize the uncertainty and allow the project to duly
develop, project owner enrolled in a real-estate development course at Thailand’s top university and conducted a detail survey of target groups (medium income) in October
2011. A total of 400 questionnaires were distributed. To effectively contextualize UFUB in this city neighborhood, both physical appearance as well as programmatic
proposal are appraised. The result shows promising prospect for the development:
i) 61% of the responses are willing to pay more for green products
ii) Top activities the public is willing to partake is “growing his/her garden” and “making products out of household wastes” (more than simply separate wastes)

/FABRIC ABSORBER

iii) Over 90% of the responses are deeply interested in supporting salad farm proposed in UFUB’s Community-supported-agriculture

Existing textile factory on site guarantees continual supply of fabric remnants. The trimmed edges are currently worthless and a burden for the factory to remove. The soft fabric however has great potentials to be developed
into acoustic materials that help absorb noise or reduce sound transmission
between rooms.

iv) Over 95% of the responses would visit environmentally responsible community malls
v) Over 95% of the response would dine at health food restaurant in UFUB
vi) Most responses, 62%, prefer box-like architecture (proposed in Holcim Award) over barn-like building (typical form of a barn)

/CLIMBER STUDY
There were many creepers (climbing plants) that passed our preliminary
screening, based on solar and water requirements, scents, colors, size &
length and growth patterns. We had to further sort out these selected plants
to identify the most suitable variety. Experiments on how well these plants
grow in a predetermined condition were then carried out to ensure the best
ﬁt and plants’ survival.

//UFUB STANDARDS
UFUB Family includes public and private organizations that contribute to upholding UFUB’s sustainability aspiration. Many local ofﬁces and foundations as well as magnet
stores (e.g., Greyhound restaurant, MK Gold restaurant) have been enlisted and conferred about their environmental ambition. New store concepts such as “Greenhound”
or “MK Green” have been discussed.
To ensure that UFUB maintain its “sustainable development” target, it is critical that all parties involved need to adhere to ecostandards. A team of local experts comprised
of university professors, scientists, architects, engineers, marketing strategists are solicited to craft UFUB Eco-standards. The standards can be grouped into 4 sections:
(1) Minimize Resources: consumption of energy, water, green products and materials. Basically, it boils down to, whatever you consume, consume less.

/AGRO-BOARDS

(2) Efﬁcient Reclamation: practice of integrating recycled goods, extend product life cycle, wastes separation and treatment. Basically, it boils down to, whatever you dump,
dump out less; help bring it back;
(3)Lesson Impact: use low toxicity, carbon footprint or bio-degradable supplies. Use sustainable or renewable sources. Basically, it means to tap the earth lightly; and
(4) Green Mind: stance towards conducting businesses with social and environmental drive. Basically, it means, when proﬁts need to be compromised as a result of ecoinitiatives, compromise!

Agro-board is a medium density ﬁberboard made from discarded agricultural
wastes such as rice husk, pineneedles and lemongrass. With nearly 60 millions tons of such wastes per year, to quickly get rid of them, open burning
has been the normal waste management technique among the locals. We
tap into this abandoned metal supply and develop numerous agro-boards
for interior applications.

/VERT LIFE

UFUB FAMILY

VERT Life is a futuristic plant-integrated screen. Its shape is inspired by the
form of human lung to express “air purifying” purpose. It is however designed to serve multiple functions: building façade, vertical garden and thermal buffer. Having added vertical farming platform, higher yield from planting
activities should ensue.

Retail Shops
EDUCATION

FOOD

Government Organization
Thai Health Promotion Foundation
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA)
Office of Knowledge Management and Development (OKMD)
Thailand Creative and Design Center (TCDC)

Non government organization
Green Building Material Companies
Waste Management Company
Solar Energy Company
Water Management Company

TECHNOLOGY

Agriculture

BEAUTY

Local farmers
Seed Supplier Company
Organic Fertilizer Company

Book store/community library/
mobile office
Open Classroom
Yoga Class
Kids Development Class

Organic Food Restaurants
Coffee Shop/Exhibition Space
have an organic selection coffee)
Organic Ingredient Bakery
Ice Cream Shop (from local fruits)
Spice Shop
Super Market
Butcher Shop

LIVING
Furniture and decorative design
from scrap and recycle products
Green design product shop
Plant Shop

Saving energy electronic appliances and cool green designed
gadgets shop
Eco car showroom

CLOTHING SHOP
Designed organic clothing

Organic Salon
Organic Health and Spa Products

RECREATION
Bicycle shop

//LET’S GROW TOGETHER
URBAN FARM URBAN BARN

BEST PRODUCE FROM YOUR ORDER
Delicious/Nutritious

LE
GRT’S
TOGOW
ETH
ER
WE WILL DELIVER YOU!

Our prices are generally cheaper than what you
would pay for organic produce at supermarkets.

DAILY
WEEKLY
order by the day that we will deliver
MONTHLY
order by the first week of the month

order by Monday

LET’s
LET
LET’s
ET’
T’s
s US
US
BE Y
BE
YO
OU
UR
R
BACK
BAC
BACKY
B
AC
CK
KY
YAR
AR
RD
D

A campaign “Let’s Grow Together” will be launched in March 2012,
during our preconstruction period. CSA (Community supported agriculture) scheme is planned for the operation of Urban Farm. The combined “Let’s Grow Together” Campaign and “Community Supported
Agriculture” Scheme will make up the core of our sustainable marketing
and work toward fostering a strong bond between neighborhood farmers, customers and UFUB. Instead of putting expensive ads on media,
this pamphlet will be handed out to our target customers in the ofﬁce
buildings and condominium towers nearby.

o TOMATO

o EGGPLANT

o LONG
o CHINESE
EGGPLANT MUSTARD
GREEN

o PUMPKIN

o SPINACH

o MUSHROOM

o CHERRY
TOMATO

URBAN FARM
RESTAURANT
(FUTURE)

Ratchaburana,
BKK ,Thailand
www.UFUB.com
+666-666-66666

SUPER MARKET
(FUTURE)
MALL
(FUTURE)

o PEPPER

people
If you are interested in volunteering or
Member Farmer, check out our page.
If you have any questions about
“UFUB” or any of our products,
please contact us.

land
food

/FURNITURE FROM RECLAIMED SCRAPS
In order to address waste problems from inefﬁcient use of materials that
occur far beyond our project, we develop new sets of furniture for both indoor
and outdoor uses from industrial scraps such as (1) steel tubes (left from the
production of car benders); (2) I-Beam/HBeam, aluminum sections and glass
panes left from other construction sites; (3) steel off-cuts discarded from
factory of agricultural machineries; (4) wood scraps disposed from furniture
manufacturers; and (5) agro-wastes from agricultural activities in Thailand, e.g.,
orange peels, rice straw, barley, lemongrass.
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